
BOOK REVIEW - 
MATHEWS (P. M.) AND VENKATESAN (K): A Text Book of Quantum 

Mechanics. Pp. 387 xv, Tata McGtaw-Hill Pub. Co. Lid., New 
Delhi, 1976, Rs. 18.00. 

Quantum Mechanics is an area where a large number of good texts 
are avail~.ble 2nd one immediately questions the I eed for the publication 
of a new text book. A publication could be justified by a new way of 
dealing with the subject or by a new range of topics covered or by a new 
approach or at least by a low cost. The book by Prof. P. M. Mathews 
and Mr. K. Venkatesan appears at k s t  sight to be similar to many texts 
available on the subject, which makes one wonder about the need. It is 
only after careful repeated readings of the text that one appreciates the 
virtue; of the book, which earn for it a rightful place. 

The arrangemeat of the topicn in the book is quite conventional. One 
starts with a brief survey of the inadequacy of the classical ideas and of the 
elementary older quantum theory. One then moves on to  the ideas of wave 
mechanics, the postulates of quantum mechanics, exactly soluble problems, 
approximation techniques, scattering theory, angular momentum, time 
depea.dent problems and finally to the basic ideas of relativistic quantum 
mechznics. Each of the 10 chapters has a few problems, which could test 
the students. References are given, sometimes to the classic original papers 
and sometimes to  recent easily available books. There are 7 short appen- 
dices covering mostly mathematical background material. 

On a careful scrutiny one begins to see the clarity of thought and the 
precision of expressjon, used throughout the text. Almost every item 
discussed in the book is treated as completely as possible, within the limi- 
tations imposed by the length and the level of the book. A few items are 
introduced deliberately to highlight some aspects. One can cite the dis- 
cussion of the accidental degeneracy of the Coulomb field, time reversal, 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, introduction of Green's functions and propa- 
gators, denrity matrix and so  on as examples. In other words, a student 
wanting to understand Quantum Mechanics will find a considerable amount 
of material here, which would clarify his ideas. He will also get a reasonable 
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grou~lding of the subject, if he were to work through the det?.ils of rhr 
m?leri;>,l given in the book. 

Th.c level of the book is appropriate to students specia!i ing in thcoreticzl 
physk~s-z &e M.Sc. of our Unwersities End iv-deed the mr?teriel bee3 
give,; as lecutres for over 10 years to lhis category of people. Other M.+, 
students could profitably consult the book for vauious items, though it i, 
1loi ezsy to bre?.k up the book into areas which cen bc re?d independently 

in 2. self-contained manner. 

One did not come across any item or  statement seriously in error 
though each author m y  have his own predelictions m d  prejudices. The 
proof reading irnd ediloriel work are of high stand!%d. The o ~ l y  serious 
complaint one c m  make is regarding the continued use of c.g.s. system of 

units, when the S.I. units have been universzlly accepted as the preferred 
system or units. Although earlier gener7-tions of physics studeilts were 
tr2.ined on c.g.s. wits ,  we hrive a duty to train the new gencr~tion to be 
ftuniliar with metres and kilogrems. This could be done in a later edition 
or reprinting. 

It is finally of interest thet the writing of the book liasb-en supportei! 
by the University Grents Commission and the publication by the Nztional 
Book Trust. The price is therefore a modest Rs. 18. which m~lces the book 
a good buy. The physics community must be thr.nl;ful to the two orgeni- 
zations for mcking a fine book avadable at low cost. 



calendar of events: ConferencesiSymposia at the Indian Institute of 
Science Campus 

Name Period Sponsoring Department 
of the Institute 

seminar of Missile Pancl 7-9 September Aero:~autical Eneiveering 
1976 

19th General Assembly of tbe I~~ternaliona! 26th September Biochcnistry 
Ui~ion of Biological Science; (INSA! tc 5th October 

1976 

CSIR hleeti"~ on Material Sciaic:~ 12-160ctobcr ?hy?ics 
1976 

Applications cf Ccniputers for Load 11-160ctober School of Automatioi~ D I I ~  

Despatch 1976 Eleclaical Engineerh~y 

Wiorer School iu E~lgirreeri~g Applicatious 18 Octobrr to  Central Insfrumz~its a i d  S::. 
011 Laszrs arid Laser Systems 1 Kovember \ices Laboratory 

1976 

1;itensive Cours- on Design and Technology 21 November to  Electri  cal Cornm~uricaicn 
of Digit81 Equipmat 4 December Ell gill ~e i in  g 

1976 

Hybrid Simulation and Ilidustriai Process 22 Ncvember to School of Automatior! 
System Design 3 December 

1976 

Symposiam on Vitamin and Carrix 9-1 1 December Biochemistry 
Fuoctiou o i  Polyprencids 1976 

6th All-India Symposium cn Riomedicai 14-16 Deczmber Riomedicrl Wgineeri1:g Group 
Engiu w i n g  1976 (1.I.Sc.) 

Si!ser Jubilef Cele?lratio~,s of 111s Depart- 20- 24 Decmber Chemical Engin-ering 
melrt oi Chemic4 Erginesrillg 1976 

OP th: basis of the information rccelved by the Editorial Officc on 14th August 1976. 




